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The “Old Chaos of the Sun”: The Eternal in Wallace Stevens’ Poems
This paper is an example of a paper using MLA formatting. MLA uses an
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author-location system of citing. For in-text citations you can use the author’s name in a
signal phrase. According to Wallace Stevens, modern poetry “has to find what will
suffice” (132). Or, alternately, you could quote your source and then put the author’s
name and page number in the parentheses at the end. For example, modern poetry “has
to find what will suffice”’ (Stevens 132). Notice that there is no comma between the
author’s last name and the page number.
Some sources, like websites, will not have page numbers. In that case, include
information that would help the reader find the paragraph or section that information is
in. So, if you would like to quote something you found on the Poetry Foundation
website, you would include the paragraph number so your reader can easily locate the
information. For example, Stevens has often been characterized as “a willfully difficult
poet” because of the philosophical complexity of his ideas (“Wallace” par. 1).
Use “par.” to indicate which
paragraph the quote is in.

Check out our resources on the AUSB Writing Center website. We have advice
for writing in a variety of different genres. We also have tips for thesis statement
development, conclusion strategies, and integrating quotes. Additionally, we are happy
to help you with formatting your in-text citations and Works Cited page.
AUSB Writing Center (2/13/17)
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If you cite more than one work by an author, you should include a shortened form of
the source’s title in your in-text citation.
If I quote one poem of Wallace Stevens: (Stevens 132).
If I quote 2 poems: (Stevens, “Modern” 132), (Stevens, “Sunday” 18).
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